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PREFACE
This is my first stint as editor of Vel'l1acular Building. Since offering to take on
the task my employers have generously agreed to pay my fees on a two-year
Diploma in Building Conservation which commences in April 1995. Given the
demands that the course will place on my time, I shall be unable to continue as
editor. Perhaps time will be less pressing in the future and I shall have the
oppOltunity to take on the task again.
As always the range of building types covered in Vel'l1acular Building is
wide. Munro Dunn's scholarly paper on cotton factory and iron-works villages
begins with a detailed description of the economics underpinning these settlements to set the scene for a discussion of their layout, construction and amenities.
In similar fashion. John HalTison describes wooden huts and shelters in 17th
century Stirling before examining the evidence for the use of hingin' lums in the
same period. Paul ewman covers a generic building type: the Orkney farm kilns
and illustrates his paper with marvellous drawings while Graham Douglas' two
short descriptions offarm steadings demonstrate how this building type is subject
to constant adaptation in response to the changing needs of agriculture.
An interest in vernacular buildings often leads to an interest in the people
who lived and worked in them. These social factors can shed light on form,
construction and layout, revealing how they are often the result of necessity rather
than a response to the vagaries of architectural fashion. Three ofthe papers in this
edition refer to specific individuals and in so doing bring to life the buildings
described therein in a way that a simple description of construction and layout
cannot rival. The papers submitted by David Alston, Jocelyn Rendall and HalTY
Gordon Slade are thus all the more commendable for the wider understanding of
traditional buildings that reference to real characters makes possible. Sam
Sea brook and Brian Wilson's short repOlton the rebuilding ofJeanie MacAlpine's
Inn reveals the importance of different specialist adviscrs required for evcn the
most basic of structures.
Paul Mitchell
Articles. reports on work in progress and reviews for the next issue of Vel'l1acular
Building are welcomed and should be submitted to the editor at the address below:
Veronica Steele
Editor Vernacular Building
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland
John Sinclair House, 16 Bernard Terrace, Edinburgh, EH8 9NX

OBITUARIES
Alison Newman
Members will remember Alison and Paul Newman's first appearance in Vernacular Building with their article on 'Sil11mens and Strae: Thatched Roofs in Orkney'
in VernClcular Building 15, with its wealth of detail and wonderful] ine drawings.
Alison, who studied English at the University of Aberdeen and worked as
a teacher before joining the reporting staff on the Lothian Children's Panel,
became interested in architecture, and vernacular buildings in patiicular. through
her husband's work in Edinburgh University's Department of Architecture.
During a sabbatical year in 1990-1991, they travelled widely in Europe looking
at both old and new buildings, spent four months studying rural buildings in
Orkney and many weeks doing research on archives in both Edinburgh and
Orkney. Alison's particular contribution was her interest in archives, and talent
at looking at evidence from a historical perspective.
So far Alison and Paul's work has led to three fUliher aliicles for VernacularBuilcling and to the creation of a large slide archive. Their book on the Rural
Buildings of Orkney is to be published in due course. Their interest in the
buildings of Orkney also led to the purchase ofa farm at the cnd of 1993 which
Paul, who has recently retired, is restoring and which will become his permanent
home. Ali on's enthusiasm, intelligence, attention to detail and charm will be
missed by all those SVBWG members who met her.
Dorothy Kidd

Or lan Smith
It is with grcat regret that we record the tragically early death in July 1994 oflan

Smith as the result of an accident while on the Isle of Canna. Ian was an
Investigator with the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland and was rapidly becoming an acknowledged authority on the
early historic settlement of Scotland. His interests, however. were ycry \\'ideranging and in thc course ofa remarkably energetic life he was an actiYc member
ofthc Scottish Vernacular Buildings Working Group. He served on the Council.
playcd a major role in organising the Uists Conference and regularly attended
events. Wc will rcmember lan's infectious enthusiasm. extensive knowledge and
warm friendship. He will be greatly missed.
Malcolm Bangor-Jones

WOODEN HUTS AND SHELTERS
IN 17TH CENTURY STIRLING,
WITH AN EARLY EXAMPLE OF A HINGIN' LUM
John G Harrison
In 17th century Stirling wooden buildings were used as shelters in time ofplague,
as a workman's lodge during building of Cowane's HospitaJ and as guard houses.
Most consisted of deals on a wooden frame; their advantages were speed of
construction and the possibil ity of re-using the materials. The Main Guard, built
on Broad Street in late 1674, is the best documented of these structures; the
accounts reveal the materials for the original building and for subsequent maintenance, through to demolition in 1683 as well as something of the structure, most
impOltantly, a hingin' lum, the earliest use of the term so far known.

1606: 'Lugis' for plague victims
On 16th October 1606 the Council authorised payment of £48 Scots (all costs are
in £ Scots: £12 Scots=£ J sterling) for 100 deals bought by the treasurer 'to be lugis
to thair diseisit and seik personis in the Brighauch in the present vistatioun'; the
heavy cost of providing ludges and maintaining poor people in then was cited as
one reason for levying a stent on the population in May 1607. 1 Marion Young gave
up her latter wi 11 in her ludge on the Bridgehaugh on 26th Sept 1606, dyi ng before
the end of that month. 2 Deals were again provided for Judges when plague struck
in 1645, this time built at Chirmerlands, a little further out oftown 3 lonet Pollock
later said that 'the tyme that the pJague was in Sterl ing ... (she and her husband, with
their t\¥0 horses, were) out in a hut at the Park Dyke', which is to the south of the
town.~ It seems that there were several encampments, probably some for the sick,
others for the healthy. rt is likely that the 100 deals mentioned in 1606 were only
a part of the total used and there could have been other types of wood supplied.

The fudge at Cowane's Hospital
Work began on building Cowane's Hospital in 1637 and one of the builders' first
tasks was to construct a Iudge, presumably to shelter the workers and some of their
equipment. The only materials recorded are 50 deals (cost £29),800 plencher nai Is
and 500 flooring nails (cost £7 6sh 8d), that is 26 nails to each deal! In the week
in which he put it up the wrightalso made two mortar meirs; he had some assistance
from lames Rind, the mason, but this may have been minimal. The wright's wages
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fm' this week were £3 12sh Od and the total cost ofthe Iudge was around £43 5 There
is no information about structure, no record ofany attempt at wood preservation and
the date of the ludge is unclear.

The Main Guard
There had been a guard house on Broad Street dming the English occupation of the
1650s; the decayed remains (again consisting of deals) were mostly demolished in
1660 when the residual timber was handed over to the military authorities. 6 In
November] 674 the Council ordered work to begin on a new guard-house on the old
site 7 probably in response to rising political-religious tension. The cowlcil pleaded,
unsuccessfully, for Exchequer assistance with the cost of coal and candle for the
guard. 8
This was a far more sophisticated and expensive building than the ludges and
we have much more details about its construction. The total cost was £771; for
comparison, substantial stone and lime cottages at Fisher Row, built in 1696, cost
£150 each. 9 Two men spent two days raising and relaying the calsay at the site, using
sand and clay, presumably to make a foundation and floor. Lime, sand and clay were
also provided for building 'the stone gavell' and the mason was paid £15 wages for
building it, implying around 4 weeks work and a substantial structure. The 'hinging
lumb', for which 30 deals and 500 nails were provided, must have been against this
wall. The deals and the wages £6 13sh 4d to Christopher Russall, the wright who bui It
it, brought the recorded cost ofthe lum to £24 13sh 4d. Even allowing for the rampant
corruption of the period, these wages could cover about 10 days wright work and
Russall must have done more than just nail the deals together, perhaps constTLlcting
pmt ofthe lum from wicker and covering it with clay or dung. The fire (later accounts
show that it was usually a coal fIre) was contained in an iron 'chimey' or grate,
weighing 26 stone and costing £60; it was fItted with 'cleiks and rodds' and when it
was repaired, between 1678 and 1680, ittook4 men to cany it back from the smith's
workshop. IQ
Apart from this stone gable and the chimney and a possible foundation, the
guard-house was made ofwood and nails. The 607 deals cost £309, 103 tries cost £69
or 13sh each, 'twa single tries for supp01ting the gard' cost 13sh 4d each, '6 long tries'
cost 16sh each, '28 doubell tries' cost 24sh each and '2 long hies doubell', the heaviest
timbers mentioned, cost 28sh 4d each. Trie (Anglice 'tree') is usually glossed as
'beam', but as this series shows, it embraced a vety wide range of specifications. At
the liahter
end of the scale ' in 1674-5 two tries at 8sh each were used to make hoe
b
shafts. A 'double trie' seems to be heavier, rather than longer than a 'single trie' but
whilst all these terms are common in the Stirling records their precise meaning is
unclcar. Trics were clearly used as a supporting framework for the deals. further
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supported by the stone and lime gable.
Bands or hinges were provided for the doors and windows; door and
window frames seem to have been of wood. There is no record of glass for the
windows which were probably shuttered. Nor is there any record of thatch so the
roofwas probably ofdeals. Huge nwnbers ofnails were used; 150 garron nails cost
£9,100 double garron nails cost £8, whilst 'doubell and singell flouring naills' cost
£68. Since 'flooring nails' had cost only 10sh per 100 the previous year, this last
price implies at least 7,000 nails, probably far more! Christopher Russall did all of
this wright work, charging £60.
John and Robert Steills (who did all sorts of odd jobs for the Council at this
time) were paid £3 8sh for 'poynting the gaird' with lime and hair, implying that this
involved internal sealing of the joints. And, as a mark of how complete the
accounts, are, two blind nails were provided 'for hingin thair musketts' as well as
'twa cleiks for hingin the drumes' and 'ane par bands to the candell box'.
The following year the Steills were again paid for pointing the guard and
doing more work on the calsay. A payment of26sh 8d for two spars for the guard
'when the wind was like to blow it over' with a further 10sh wOlth ofwright work,
suggests a half-hearted effort to remedy a structural flimsiness which was already
apparent. In 1676-77 more vigorous effOlts were made to prolong the original
design life. Alexander Glen was paid for extensive timber work, including putting
in 10 'raughters' or rafters and, more revealing ofthe original failings, £28 6sh was
spent on about 100 Scots pints (170 litres) of tar and 4 pints (6.8 litres) of rosit and
a further £11 4sh on 6 stone ofocum. Scaffolding was set up, presumably to give
access to the roof for this to be appl ied. The quantities suggest a general, overall
tatTing rather than mere caulking ofjoints. And space was found for a further £11
worth of nails to be knocked into the woodwork. I I During the next three years only
minor repairs were carried out, though the installation ofa trevis and stall for a horse
in 1678-79 12 introduced yet another threat to the woodwork in the f0l111 ofdung and
urine. In 1681-82 the guard was pitched again, materials and work costing £21 and
yet more deals and tries were supplied - and secured with a final helping ofnails u
However, a Iittle over a year later, on 22 October 1683 14 the Counci I gave
up the unequal struggle and noted that the guard-house was 'now turned naither
watter nor wind tight, the samin being of timber, is of great expence to the toune,
and they resolveing to have the guard in some convenient place of stain and lyme,
they have appoynted the said old guard hous to be rouped and sold accordinglie.'
[n spite of this resolution, there is no record of any of the wood being sold
but some was re-used for repairs at the Bridge Mill and perhaps on other works
about the town. IS
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The guard at the shore
Fragmentary records ofguard-houses atthe bridge and main gate imply that they were
in stone buildings. But in 1678-79, during a particularly tense period, facilities were
improved at both these guards and a new guard was built at the shore. 16 Again details
are sparse. 53 deals were supplied by Bailie Watson (a merchant who specialised in
timber) as were two tries, which were sawn 'to call into the ground', that is, they were
sawn to a point and driven in to the ground. The wright set it up and did several other,
unspecified tasks within a week.

Discussion
A hut of deals on a framework of'tries' could be nailed together in a few days. It was
not cheap but even this might be overlooked ifspeed was ofthe essence, as in the case
ofthe ludges for plague victims, or ifit was anticipated that the materials could be reused, as with the builders' ludge and the guard at the shore. Decisions on the re-use
of the wood from the plague huts would have involved a delicate balancing of
prudence and economy.
The 1674 guard-house was built 'upon the High Streetquher itwas in the tyme
of the Inglishes'. That earlier guard-house (also of deals) can have had a life of no
more than eight years when, in October 1660, itwas said to be 'ruinous and decayed'.
In spite of its belated tarring, the 1674 guard-house managed only nine years ofuseful
life before falling into similar decay. Only a hopeful assumption that demand for a
guard-house would be ShOlt teml could excuse a decision to erect a building of
untreated deals, fully exposed to the Scots climate. Ifthathopehad been well founded
then most of the £434 spent on wood (56% of the total costs) could have been
recovered, along with the fire grate and even some ofthe stones. In the event, this was
not to be and, by the time the guard was tarred, after two or three years, rot was
probably already established and could continue in spite of tarring. Even so, some
wood was salvaged from both the 'lnglishes' guard-house and the 1674 one.
The shore guard was secured by posts driven into the ground and the other
ludges may have been anchored in the same way. The stone and I ime gable gave some
stability to the main guard, which nonetheless needed extra suppOli against strong
winds. The main guard may have been raised on a stone sill; and the decision to
demolish the 'English' guard-house 'except two dai111enth ofthe west end' suggests
that the deals were laid horizontally.
Wood was notoriously rare and expensive in 17th century Scotland and the
cl imate presented a severe challenge to exposed soft woods. Nonetheless, in specific
circumstances, buildings of deals had a more important role than their neglect in the
literature hitherto would suggest. Hingin' lums have not previously been repotted
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before 1746 and the present report adds support to Fenton's suggestion that their
origins may lie in the towns of the central belt. 17 There are several other Stirling
records strongly suggestive ofhingin' lums, but without sufficient detail for certainty.
The use ofdeals to build the lum is particularly interesting as Fenton suggests thatthis
is a late development, replacing wattle and clay or cow-dung in rural situations. IS
Again, in this early instance, we already see the association between the lum, the fire
basket and coal buming, which Fenton associates with the later spread ofhingin' lWl1S
into the countryside. Celiainly, coal burning and iron firebaskets such as that used
in the guard, were common in 17th centLlly Stirling.
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THE FARM OF GOWRIE, PAPA WESTRAY, ORKNEY

Jocelyn Rendall
Gowrie is a small farm on Papa Westray in the north of Orkney (BY 497537), built
and added to by tlu'ee generations of the Harcus family between the 1820s and the
begilUling of this century. A fourth generation farmed the land until the 1960s but
made no significantaltemations or additions to the buildings, many ofwhich are well
preserved, so Gowrie survives as a good example of a traditional North Isles farm.
In the 19th century Papa Westray formed part of the estates ofthe Traills of
Holland. George Traill and his son Thomas were enthusiastic 'improving lairds' who
encouraged their tenants to bring waste ground into cultivation, break in new holdings
and enclose these with dykes. James Harcus built the first farm at Gowrie about 1823
and it appears on an estate plan of 1844 with 19 acres of land.
He built bam, dwelling-house and byre as a single block, with another small
building at right angles to it, and most ofthis survives today. The Oliginal byre has been
rebuilt as a second dwelling-house, but analogy with contempor31y Orkney fanus
suggest that the first house and byre were built on the longhouse plan, with family and
animals sharing the same dooL l There are signs that there was once a com-dIying kiln

The Old House o/" GOIl'rie ill the 1920s. the IIpper part or Ihe roof thQlched Il'ith siNlit'
sill'l/1/ons lashed to slone.<, JillllllY HUllle is SlOlIdillg inFant oj'the 'barn close': he lil'et! ill
the east elld o/the hOllse IIntil his death in 1935.
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against the west gable ofthe barn, though
this has been demolished.
The population ofthe island reached its
maximum at the 1861 census (392) and,
despite some emigration, land hunger
was acute. Every small fanTI supported
at least two, usually three generations
and virtually all the houses were extended at this time to provide a room for
the son's family.
The repOli ofthe Crofters' Commission
hearings in I 888 givesasketchofGowrie
in the second generation. 'Andrew
Harcus, Gowrie, had 12 acres arable, and
5 outrun. He had 2 cows, 1one-year-old,
2 calves, 2 horses and 2 lambs. His rent
was £ 11, and his arrears £9 9s 7d. He had
occupied the place 32 years himself, and
his father 33 years before that. He had
The single rool/7 house is dominated by the built byre, stable and out-house, and
massive 6.5/00t breast-stane of the fire- enlarged the dwelling-house.' 2
place which almost/ills the gable wall.
The 1901 OS map shows that Andrew's
alterations had simply lengthened the
original linear plan. The byre has been
rebuilt as a second one-room house, patiitioned from the first by a stone cross-wall,
and the new byre and stable extend beyond it nmning down the eastward slope ofthe
land towards the sea. Their position utilises not only the slope for drairlage but an
outcrop ofrock slabs which f0l111 a natural flat midden floor outside the byre. Inside
one sees a characteristic re-use of existing materials: the three large flagstones
forming the partition between byre and stable are suppolied by the spar from a boat.
and above then an old sail provides more draught-proofing for the horses'
When Andrew's son lames malTied he and his wife were still sharing the
cramped space of the old house with an uncomfortable number of relations, but by
1903 they had moved into the 'New House ofGowrie' with their first child. The new
house with its stone slate roof and walled kailyard stands conspicuously detached
from the farm buildings on slightly higher ground: a clear statement of rising social
status that probably reflects the improvement in security and prosperity confetTed buy
the crofting legislation follovving the Crofters Holdings Act 1886. The interior has
survived unaltered: but and ben divided from each other and from the tiny closet at
the back only by the high walls of the two back-to-back box beds.
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The west end of the old house became a storeroom though the east end was
lived in by lames' si ster and herfamilyuntil 1935. A photograph taken about 60 years
ago shows the house with the upper half of the flagstone roof thatched with straw
simmons. Photographs show that at the time houses on Papay were commonly roofed
in this way, (cfPaul and Alison Newman's discussion of Orkney roofs 3), though no
traces of thatch survive now. Tommy Mackay, grandson of lames Harcus, can
remember the last time that the roof was re-thatched in the early 1930s.
The flagstones on Orkney roofs are often massive; on some ofthese buildings
the whole pitch of the roof is covered with a single slab. The weight is supported by
the gable walls, the couples, and by tekels, a layer of small flags laid horizontally on
the wallhead which also serve to throw the rainwater offthe walls. Thejoints between
the main flags are sealed with flagstone overseamers, and the care taken with the
shaping ofthese on the later roofs suggests an increasing interest in appearance as
well as practicality.

Thejlags/one roof a/the byre with overseamers.

Early in the 20th century lames J-Iarcus also extended the farm with two
substantial new buildings to the north: a stone hen house (rents were traditionally paid
partly in poultry in Orkney and egg production was the mainstay of the small farm
economy until the gales of 1952 blew most of the henhouses and their occupants into
the sea), and a new barn. Like the old barn it has opposing doors to create a through-
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Wind-engine al Sangar, lVeslml', One o(Ihe besr presel'1'ed e.rall/ples sIllTi\'ing in rhe>
Norlh 1sles.
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draught for winnowing, but it houses an important innovation: a sail-driven 'windygear mill'. The tlu'eshing mill survives intact in the barn: a small wooden drum only
20 inches in diameter and 20 inches long with iron teeth for knocking the grain from
the straw. An iron shaft COill1ects it t1u'ough the barn wall with the (no longer extant)
'windy-gear' mechanism housed between the two square stone piers which also gave
access to the sails.
Most ofthe small fam1s on Papay threshed with wind power until the 1930s
but it seems to have been a far from easy operation. Because the barns had little
storage space it was necessalY to thresh as often as twice a week throughout the
winter. Ifthere was not enough wind the mill had to be arduously tumed by hand,
ifthere was too much it was a hazardous task to tie on the (4 or 6) sails which had
to be individually lashed to the sail a1111S. Graham Douglas and Miles Oglethorpe
mention TOllli11Y Mackay of Maeback showing scars on his hands caused by
catching them in the gears of the wind-engine as a child 4 According to another
Papay source, it was the task of the farmer's wife to stand inside the barn holding
the brake on the mill, while the man stood on the piers outside lashing on the sails.
In theory, he gave a shout when he was ready and leapt to safety before the brake
was released, but apparently there were not infrequent accidents when flailing sai Is
knocked unwary victims to the ground.
It is understandable that, when the paraffin engine was introduced to the
island in the 1930s, it was adopted on almost every farm with alacrity. It must have
made a considerable contribution to marital harmony. Only one, very poor, farm
was still threshing with a wind engine into the 1940s.

Acknowledgements
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HOUSING IN COTTON FACTORY AND
IRON-WORKS VILLAGES
OF THE LATE 18TH AND THE 19TH CENTURIES
MunroDunn
Background
'From about 1760 onward...Lowland Scotland...developed rapidly, and in certain
industries, such as cotton spinning and iron smelting, assumed an importance out
of proportion to its size.' 1
The siting of cotton spinning mills was dependent on the availability of water
power. Since this was widely distributed, many mills could be established in the
vicinity of existing settlements, but some cotton-masters sought greenfield sites.
The siting ofpig-iron foundries was heavily dependent upon the ready availability
ofcoal and ironstone, and as a result greenfield sites away from existing settlements
were general. To draw labour to these new sites it was necessary to house it,
especially since a significant proportion of it came from quite far afield, the
Highland and Islands being a major source, and, later on, Ireland. Thus a string of
factory villages sprung up. This article looks at the housing provision in ten of
these: New Lanark, Blantyre, Deanston, Stanley and Catrine from the cotton
sector, Wilsontown, Shotts, Muirkirk, Lugar and Waterside from iron.
The Scottish cotton industry started in 1778 and muslu'oomed rapidly. The
mills at New Lanarks, Blantyre, Deanston and Stanley all started up in 1785 and
those at Catrine followed two years later. New Lanark was built by the partnership
ofDavid Dale and Richard Arkwright, the latter the prime mover of the industrialisation of cotton spinning through his invention of a water-powered spinning
machine. Dale was at one time sole owner or a pattner at New Lanark, Blantyre,
CatJ-ine and Stanley. Arkwright was involved in the start-ups at New Lanark,
Blantyre and Stanley as a partJler, and at Deanston in an advisory capacity.
The founding partners at Deanston were the landowning family the
Buchanans of Carseton. Archibald Buchanan became the resident parh1er at
Catrine when James Finlay bought that Ayrshire mill in 180 I. James Buchanan of
the same family was a partner and subsequently sole partner at Stanley from 1824
to 1845. James Finlay went on to buy Deanston in 1808, and the company which
continues to bear his name retained ownership ofCatJ'ine and Deanston through the
remainder of their lives well into the present century.
Apart from the Buchanans, the landowning interest in the early days of the
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cotton mills under review was most obvious atCatrine, where SirClaudAlexander's
influence was as strong as that of his paltTIer, Dale. And while the Duke of Atholl
was never a partner at Stanley, its founding owed a lot to his desire to improve an
undeveloped area on the fringe of his estates, and he made an initial payment of
£2,000 for housing (on which he was paid interest) and fully exercised his right to
control the layout of the village and the style of the houses.
An improving and philanthropic strain which motivated several of those
mentioned above extended most famously to Robert Owen, Dale's son-in-law, who
took over New Lanark in 1799. Others who came into this category were Benjamin
Flounders, a Yorkshire Quaker, who owned Deanston from 1793 to 1805, and
Jeremy Bentham and Robelt Gibbs who, with several Quakers, were Owen's
partners at ew Lanark from 1814.
The modem factory-scale iron industry in Scotland began at Carron in 1759
but spread much more slowly than cotton. As with cotton, only a few entrepreneurs
were in control of many of the developments, and as time progressed control
centralised still fUlther. However, there was a greater spread of joint stock
companies quite early on, with partners keen to spread their risks over a number of
activities but taking no active part in control. Local landowners played a less
prominent role.
Of the five iron-works on which the study concentrates only the first,
Wilsontown (1779) owed its origins to local enterprise, the Wilsons being a family
of small landowners one of whom had already ventured into coal exh"action. Both
Muirkirk, opening in 1789, and Shotts in 1802 were founded by consortia oflargely
Glasgow-based business men and forgemasters, the latter with an eye to securing
their own sources ofpig-iron. At Muirkirk, however, a local landowner, Commodore Keith Stewalt, took full advantage of his ownership of the mineral rights and
a financial stake which he took in the company to influence its activities until his
death in 1795.
After a closure of nine years Wilsontown was re-opened by Dixons of
Calder and Govan Ironworks in 1821. Wilsons of Dundryan and Summerlee
(unconnected with Wilsontown) took over Muirkirk in 1843. Wilsons also joined
with Dunlops of Clyde Ironworks to open Lugar in 1846. Dunlops dropped out of
that enterprise in 1850, and it was taken over by Bairds ofGaItshenie, who already
owned three other Ayrshire ironworks, in 1856. Bairds also took over Muirkirk in
the same year.
Houldsworths, a family whose interests had originally been in cotton
spinning, and who had opened Coltness in J 837, expanded to Waterside in 1848.
Thus the iron industry quite quickly became concentrated in the hands ofa
few family dynasties and their successor companies (with Merry and Cunningham
of Cambroe standing alongside those already mentioned).
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Extent of housing provision

In a situation in which all ten ofthe enterprises under discussion sought to attract most
oftheir workforce from other places, provision ofhousing, usually let housing at low
rents, was one of the greatest incentives that could be provided. At the same time
some industrialists in both sectors saw advantage to the business in having the
workforce in tied housing. It suited them to keep the workforce physically together
and close to the works, to dictate conditions, and to maintain order. The Blantyre
works and settlement were capable ofbeing completely isolated within their entrance
gates.
In some case the location ofthe works was such that there was no altennative
to erecting a village from scratch. But even where there was already a significant
settlement nearby, as at Muirkirk, Shotts and Blantyre, advantage was not taken of
the oppOltunity to integrate the new housing into it and allow the sharing ofcommon
facilities. The exception was Deanston for whose workers in the early years the
Buchanans chose to repair and rebuild the many ruinous houses in the nearby village
ofDoune. 2
The number of houses built by the companies in each location is not always
clearly documented nor can it always be deduced fi'om the first Ordnance Survey
maps since many were of more than one storey and the divisions between individual
houses are not always shown. It is usually possible, however, to make an estin1ate.
There is clear evidence that by 1808 the Wilsontown Iron Company had
erected about 450 houses 3 although a proportion ofthese mu t have housed workers
in ancillary mining activities. There are also apparently reliable counts of 267 for
Lugal-l (after the re-development ofthe 1860s was complete) and 237 for Waterside 5
These certainly did not cover ancillary mining. The evidence for Shotts and Muirkirk
is not clear but it can be deduced that there must have been around 200 compnay
houses in the iron-works settlements in each case.
New Lanark may have been the largest of the cotton villages with its
tenements capable of housing 400 families before renovation reduced that number.
Blantyre mills may have provided about 200 houses in tenements and lower rise
housing.
At Deanston a local landowner built a block of 48 houses beside the mills in
the 1790s6 to supplement the Buchanans' original provision at Doune. This was
pulled down by 1820 when the second stage of Finlay's devclopment to house over
200 families at Deanston was complete. 7 The cotton company, with the Duke of
Atholl's financial assistance, quickly housed about 100 families at Stanley 8 Over the
next few decades the housing stock there must have more than trebled but it is
uncertain to what extent the additions were financed by the company and to what
extent land was feued privately to mi II-workers and others. feuing was also practised
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at Catrine where the company appear to have owned no more than 118 houses. 9
Stanley and Catt'ine were different fi"om the other villages not just because
some of the houses were built privately on feued land but also because deliberate
provision was made to attt"acta variety ofother occupations and so have an integrated
village economy. Thus in 1793 at Catt-ille, aside from those working in the mills,
there were 3 blacksmiths, 6 carpenters, 7 masons, 7 tailors, 6 shoemakers, 3 brewers
and 91 weavers apart from a variety of retailers and others. 10

Housing location and layout
Non-industrial plmmed villages of the period were generally set out in more or less
ordered layouts with clear focal points, and this may well be regarded as the ideal.
Only Stanley and Catline COnf011l1 to that sort ofpattel1l. With much ofthe housing
there being erected privately it was necessary to draw up an overall plan initially and
ensure that subsequent developments conformed.
Deanston and New Lanark were necessarily positioned between river and
steeply rising ground and this dictated a linear pattern. TranspOlt considerations
(and possibly to some extent shelter) resulted in Lugar and Waterside being
established on similarly constrained sites. Although these 4 villages were essentially linear, parallel placement of rows to give a more compact settlement was
adopted as far as possible. Where the site was less constraining the oppOltunity was
taken to an"ange at least some ofthe housi ng in cl usters, sq uare formation at Mu irki rk
and Blantyre, triangular at Shotts_ In similar circumstances the placement at
Wilsontown appears somewhat haphazard.
The pit villages ancillaty to iron-works appear to have been set out with little
concession to amenity. They were often in high and exposed locations, ofwhich the
most extreme was Benwhat, pmt of the Waterside complex, on an open plateau at
1050 feet above sea-level, yet little attempt was made to minimise exposure or
secure good drainage. The elements of which these villages consisted were
generally nothing more sophisticated than long stt"aight terraces. At Common near
Lugar there was a row 96 houses 10ng. 11
The location of housing so close to the noise, fumes and dilt of some of the
works seems difficult to justify when viewed from the perspective of the late 20th
century but possibly conformed with the nOIl11 of the time. The resulting health
problems were not fully appreciated, and minimising walk-to-work distances may
have had attractions to the workers involved especially over the ill-made-up roads
of iron-works sites. The more linear sites usually imposed a certain advantageous
separation at, for example, Lugar, Waterside and Deanston, although at New Lanark
the housing was set parallel with the mills. There was a clear physical separation of
housing from works at both Stanley and Blantyre, and some of the housing at
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Muirkirk was fully a qualter of a mile from the works. At Shotts and Wi Isontown
much of the housing seems to have been literally in the shadow of the works. One
also cannot help harbouring reservations about having Cau'ine works set in the square
in the middle of the village, whatever the orderliness of the arrangement.
Ordered layout was not, of course, always to be welcomed. Some Ayrshire
iron-works not under consideration here, for example Ardecr, Glengarnock and
Kilwinning, had some of their housing in squares but very close to the works and
with ponds of cool ing water in the middle. 12
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Size and construction

Except for small numbers ofsupervisors' houses the houses at company villages were
set out in teITaces. In both sectors one-roomed and two-roomed houses were
common, there often also being a small scullery atthe rear. The later the development
the more frequently were two-roomed houses built. Single rooms were, for example,
the norm in the first phase at Lugar, but Bairds provided two rooms in the second
phase. At various sites from New Lanark to some of the mining villages what were
built as one-roomed houses were combined at a later stage to give two rooms. The
rooms in question were not large. At Blantyre, for example, those in the houses which
survive were 14 feet by 10 feet, and at some other sites they were smaller.
Two-storeyed terraces were conUll0n atthe cotton villages. At Deanston most
teITaces had two floors and an attic. Three-storey tenements were found at Blantyre,
and 3- and 4-storey at New Lanark Single-storey building was most common in the
iron villages and inevitable in the pit villages, but some ten-aces at Muirkirk and
perhaps a small pati of Shotts were two-storeyed. Two-storeyed terraces did not
consist of two-storey houses. A street door gave way to fom houses, two on each
floor. Sometimes the upper floor was reached by an outside stair.
Stone, generally sandstone, was the usual building material in both iron and
cotton villages, but the later the development the greater the chance of brick being
used. In the earlier years at Stanley some ofthe housing was ofbrick (as were the mills
extensively) and some ofstone, the only parts ofthe former which have survived now
having been rendered. In the 1820s the Buchanan partnership added a long twostorey brick block l3 The first development at Lugar was of sandstone, but some of
the second was ofblick l4 The O.S.A. notes that at Wilsontown, the earliest started
ofthe ten settlements, there was a supply ofgood quality building stone and fire-clay
to support a small brick mill. Donnachie and Butt state that all the earlier construction
there was of stone, 15 but from the evidence of remaining wall-footings brick was
subsequently used. Deanston, New Lanark and Catrine were largely stone-built, and
the photographic evidence shows stone at Shotts and Waterside. The evidence is
poorest for Muirkirk and Blantyre but what survives is of stone. On the other hand
the ancillary mining villages which survived longest, particularly those associated
with Lugar and Waterside, beiJlg often of a later date, were fi-equently of brick. 16
Even where stone was favoured for the main structure, however, chimney
heads were frequently of brick (assuming that re-furbishment has not substituted
brick for stone). Outhouses were also more I ikely to be ofbrick, and both Stanley and
Deanston have examples ofoutside stairs to the first floor level being largely of brick
construction.
From the surviving evidence on the ground and photographic evidence rubble
appears to have been the preponderant form of stone-work, but often with ashlar
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blocks for lintels, sills and rybats. Hume describes the building at CatTine as being
well in character with the vemacular building ofthe area. 17 Cottages with more finely
wrought stonework survive at Muirkirk. These were, however, supervisors' houses
beside the Institute and probably from much later in the 19th century. These same
Muirkirk cottages also show an unusual degree of decoration. Other examples of
decorative featmes, generally Georgian in character, survive at both Catrine and
Stanley but the houses in question may have been privately owned. The turret
staircases on some blocks at Blantyre are an attractive continuation of an earlier
Scottish tradition but were no doubt adopted for purely practical reasons.
Roofing was generally of slate. However, some of the original one-storey
rows in Cau-ine were thatched,18 and there is evidence of some thatch surviving at
Shotts until at least the 1850s. The hierarchy which rated iron-working higher than
mining is apparent at Muirkirk where the superior housing was allocated to iron
workers and was slated Con top of foreign timber') whereas the miners' housing was
initially generally thatched. 19 Elsewhere, and generally later, even the miners' rows
were mostly slated, but some were roofed with tar-cloth 20 The nature ofthe roof of
one ofthe rows at Shotts is reflected in the name 'Flat Row', but the material used is
not recorded.
Amenities and condition
Well-equipped houses had wash-houses, dry closets, ash-pits and coal-houses,
frequently settogetherin a block, bertersome distance behind the town but sometimes
attached to it. The facilities might well have had to be shared, sometimes by several
families. That there is little or no comment on the provision of such facilities at
Stanley, Deanston and Catrine may be thought to indicate that they were well up to
the standard ofthe time. This seems to be confirmed by cartographic evidence. One
wonders, however, how well-provided the tenement blocks at New Lanark and
Cau-ine were. Ash-pits in the spiral turret stairs at Blantyre gave rise to adverse
comment, but the O.S.A. refers to the Monteith company keeping the houses (and
mills) as clean as possible. There was a general wash-house at B1antyre but in the
early years the only source ofwater for some ofthe houses was a well some distances
away near the gate. On taking over at New Lanark, Owen found ditty sU'eets and dung
hills and rubbish outside every door,,1 and one ofhis main effOlts was to improve his
workers' physical conditions believing that this would in tum improve their moral
character.
The cartographic evidence also suggest that the provision may have been
acceptable at Lugar and Waterside but was vety poor at Shotts. In the poorest houses
at Shorts and in some of the mining rows generally no amenity blocks are apparent
atall. Evidence to the Royal COlTlmission on Indusu'ial Housing compiledjust before
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the First World War confirms that at BUlllfoothill (Waterside), with a population of
over 1,000, no closets were provided, while on other sites, including some ofthe ironworks outwith the present 5, they were unusable. 22
The same evidence highlights other major shOltcomings in miners' rows and
in some ofthe other iron villages; earth walkways, inadequate drainage, overflowing
cess-pits and unusable closets, windows which could not be opened, patt-ealthen
floors, and lack of scavenging services.
The better villages were marked by the provision of gardens and drying
greens. At Catrine, Alexander set aside up to 25 acres and had it cultivated at his own
expense to allow the workers to grow potatoes and benefit fi"om the outdoor exercise
entailed. Those who wanted to keep cows were given grass lets 23 Later the provision
of gardens was general at Catrine as it was at Deanston, and many houses at Stanley
also had gardens. There is no evidence of gardens at New Lanark, the paJticularly
constricted site of that settlement probably precluding them. At the iron-works
villages, gardens were generally only attached to the small number of superior
properties occupied by supervisory staff, but one row ono houses at Waterside had
gardens and drying greens up to as large as 3,000 sq. ft., and most houses at Lugar had
gardens. Gardens were in general missing from mining villages but were not
unknown. Some were provided, for example, at Skares Row (Bairds, Lugar) and
Lethanhill (Waterside)24
In many of the ten villages the condition in which the propetties were
maintained appears to have been quite satisfactory with the owners giving them
adequate attention and trying to insist on standards of cleanliness from their tenants.
As evidence ofthis the comparative good health of the workforce, especially taking
accountoftheconfinedconditions in which they had to work, is noted in the Statistical
Accounts for Deanston, New Lanark (under Owen), Blantyre, CatI-ine and Lugar.
However, Owen had found much ofthe housing in a state of disrepair when he took
over at New Lanark.
The state of the housing was inevitably partly dependent on the attitude of its
occupants. While the (somewhat sycophantic) minister ofMu irkirk, contI-ibuting to
the O.S.A. referred to the iron-workers' houses there being 'builtto exceed in elegance
those of the older village', Butt and Hume record that they soon became industI'ial
slums, their occupants being regarded as outstanding in Ayrshire for their insanitmy
habits 25 Later they regained their high standard. Lugar, coming halfa century after
Muirkirk, was widely regarded as a model village, and Steven was able to endorse the
maintenance of this standard at the end of the centmy26
Evidence is somewhat lacking from the other sites under review. The wide
endorsement ofthe condition in which the company housing was kept did not extend.
however, to some ofthe other Ayrshire iron-works settlements or to the great majority
of the miners' rows where, apart from the dirty and insanitary conditions refened to
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above, damp and deterioration were all too common. Yet in some of the mining
villages the inhabitants were regarded as 'being of superior appearance and giving
evidence of being able to appreciate better conditions'.27

Educational, cultural and social provision
The companies' problems for their workforce went some way beyond housing,
particularly into the fields of education and religion but also extending to other
cultural and recreational facilities and to the provision of shops. The isolation of
many of the conununities, and the large addition to the population of the district
which the anival of other works entailed, made these provisions something of a
necessity, but philanthropic motives were also cOlllillonly at play.
More often thatnoteducational facilities seem to have taken precedence over
religious, although that is not to say that educational facilities were necessarily
available from the beginning of an operation. Improvised faci Iities often preceded
a custom-built school or church, and the two sometimes had to share accommodation.
At Wilsontown, a school which also served as a church was provided atquite
an early stage, and within 10 years the company also provided chapels at both
Wilsontown itself and the mining village ofClimpy and were paying the salary of
a minister for both. 28 At Shotts the company erected an 'adventure' school (the
teacher to be supported solely by pupils' fees) and provided a school-house, but no
record ofreligious provision has been found. 29 Perhaps that came from other nearby
villages. At Muirkirk, the company was ready to pay for both school and church
extension, but was fiustrated by heritors' disputes and delays and allowed only to
provide a new manse in 1801. 30 A separate company school came much later. In
the early years atLugar, education and religion were catered for in a non-specialised
building. However, after Bairds took over, a new school 'far in advance of its time'
was erected, and after the iron-works were moved uphill a foundry was converted
to a church. 3 ! An adventure school was provided at Waterside very quickly, but a
church had to wait the second phase of the development in the late I850S 32
Isolated mining villages were eventually equipped with schools, schoolhouses and mission churches although at Lethanhill and Burnfoothill, for example,
on the plateau 3 miles from Waterside, school children and worshippers had to walk
to Waterside for nearly 20 years 33
The O.S.A. suggests that originally the care ofyoul1g persons at Deanston
was not up to the standard of undertakings in which Dale had a hand. It may have
been over-critical. Under Finlays, schooling was provided for 5- to 9-year olds; 9
to 12 year olds also got 3 hours schooling daily (as was to become a general
requirement), and 13- to 15-year olds got evening school 4 nights a week 34 No
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mention is made of a church at Deanston; presumably that at Doune served.
At Stanley there was originally a private adventure school suppOlted solely
by fees. 35 About 1805, after Dale and Owen became involved, a company school was
established. The company also paid a preacher to do duty in the schoolhouse on
Slmdays. No separate chapel-of-ease was provided until about 1830 36
Education was well provided for from the beginning at New Lanark with the
younger children attending day school and the older evening school. Dale paid for
3 day teachers and 7 evening assistants. Owen continued the provision, imposing,
however, his own unorthodox ideas on how schooling should be conducted. The
N.S.A. laments that there was no separate church in New Lanark.
At Blantyre a teacher was provided from the beginning to teach after work in
a company building. In 1828 Monteiths paid for a chapel and halfa minister's stipend.
This building then served as the schooJ.37
At Catrine, Alexander provided education and religion for children from the
beginning. Fees were charged for the day school, but teaching was provided free for
the older children in the evenings after work. Adult education was also catered for.
The teacher was helped by evening assistants who were provided with factory jobs
by day. Alexander contributed to the cost of a chapel-at-ease but not to a manse 38
Shops were provided at all 5 iron-works sites, but took 20 years to appear at
Lethanhill and Bumfoothil1. 39 Those at Shotts and Muirkirk at least started life as
truck shops. The shop at Muirkirk held a monopoly position in the iron-works village
to the end, the company prohibited any others coming in. The Lugar company owned
various shops but they operated on the co-operative principle, paying dividends to
customers.
Stanley and Catrine had shops among the privately run services which were
established in these villages from the beginning, and the operation of several
competing privately-owned shops was a feature also of Blantyre, unusually for a
village built exclusively to house company workers. Owen convelted Dale's
company shop into a co-operative which is said to have had the effect of bringing
prices down by IS per cent. 40 The workers at Deanston may have shopped in Doune,
there being no reference to separate shops in the company village.
Inns confined to the sale of beer were a regular feature, and at Catrine
Alexander built a brewery to discourage the circulation of whisky. Other social
faci I ities, however, seem to have been few until the 1870s. Thereafter two companysuppOlted Institutes were erected at Muirkirk with meeting and reading rool11s. The
Lugar Institute, funded by a paltner in the company, did not appear until the early
1890s, but made up for its late 3lTival by adding billiards, skittles, a heated swimming
pool and two 'summer-ice boards' to the usual more educational repertoire of such
foundations. 4l Before then, however, athletics, football, amateur dramatics and
bands were regular features of iron and mining villages alike, and must have b en
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dependent to some extent on facilities provided by the companies. Sources are
generally silent about social facilities at the cotton villages but they may be assumed
to have developed, possibly without company involvement, at such as CatI·ine,
Deanston and Stanley.

Inter-industry comparison
Even leaving aside the iron-industry's satellite mining settlements, it is clear that
housing conditions tended to be better in the cotton sector than in the iron sector
although conditions in each were far from uniform. There are a number ofpossible
reasons for this although these can only be inferred indirectly. There is little or no
primary documentation available which exposes the motivation of the entrepreneurs. Company records are chiefly concerned with the technical and economic
aspects of operations. Likewise the views of the workforces and their families are
hardly documented. The main sources of contemporary commentary by third
parties are the Old and New Statistical Accounts, and some ofthe authors are quite
subjective when not simply purveying facts.
There was a tendency for provision to be better where the local landowner
was closely involved. Arguably the best provision ofhousing was in Catrine and
Stanley where almost from the beginning there was a mix of company and private
housing which nevertheless had to conform to an initial overall plan and set of
standards. There was a mixture of mill and other occupations there, and the
landowner was one of the entrepreneurs (Sir Claud Alexander at CatI·ine), or had
a close interest in the development and a financial stake in the housing (the Duke
of Atholl at Stanley). The creation ofCatrine and Stanley villages may be viewed
as part of the movement which resulted in some 150 planned villages in Scotland
between 1750 and] 850. 42
The Buchanans' sol utiol1 ofsettling workers in restored properties in Doune
may well have matched the provision at Catrine and Stanley.
In the iron sector, the influence ofCommodore Stewart at M uirkirk appears
to have been for the good.
Secondly, a strong phi lanthropic strain runs through the motivation of many
ofthe early cotton entrepreneurs, and some ofthe much later successor companies,
notably Jas. finlay & Co. and the Gourock Ropework Co. (New Lanark) seem to
have scored highly.
The iron industry, on the other had, moved more quickly into the hands of
limited companies with a multiplicity of partners or share-owners with no direct
involvement in the business.
The cotton villages were more numerous and the bulk of them were
establ ished overa short period oftime. This may have gi ven the more positi ve aspects
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ofhousing provision acertain momentum. Tt may also have been difficult in the early
iron industry to isolate housing conditions from the necessarily grim working
conditions.
Finally, the much greater part played in the early cotton workforce by
women and children may have induced a more enlightened approach to housing,
and certainly made the provision of housing a more cost-effective process since
each household could be expected to yield more workers than in iron.
To add all those factors together is certainly to overstate the differences
between the cotton and iron sectors. Lugar has to be high1y rated and Waterside was
at least moderate (albeit that these were not developed until nearly the middle ofthe
19th century), while one cannot help harbouring reservations about the standard of
some of the housing at Blantyre and New Lanark. On the other hand one cannot
ignore the abject condition ofthe facilities provided at some ofthe North Ayrshire
iron-works excluded from the body of this review. The iron industry also has to
answer for the standard of housing at many of its satellite mining settlements.

Note
This is a condensed version of an Edinburgh University cultural shldies project.
The main sources are the Old and New Statistical Accounts, Ordnance Survey 1st
Edition Maps, and Ordnance Survey 1st Edition Name Books. These and other
sources were consulted with the assistance of the most helpful staff at the Royal
Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland Library, the
National Library of Scotland Map Library, and Cumnock & Doon Valley District
Council Libraries. An inexpelt eye was cast over most sites.
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A WEAVER'S MUD-BUILT HOUSE OF THE EARLY 19TH
CENTURY AT NAVITY, BLACK ISLE
David AIston
Crommiy Courthouse has recently received copies of a full set of the Cromarty
News, a local news-sheet published weekly during pmt of 1891 and 1892. Among
the articles is a three part account of Two Notable Natives ofNavity: Robert and
Daniel Williamson which includes detailed description of their three apartment
mud-built 'hut' as it was before their deaths in the late 1840s. The brothers, known
as 'Robie-Danie' and 'Danie-Robie', are refelTed to at one point as hemlits and so
may have been preserving a style ofliving dating from the late 18th century. The
contributor, who is identified as 'E.' in the first part and 'F .B.' in the subsequent pmts,
is not known but as he had clearly been well acquainted with the brothers he must,
at the time of writing, have been in his seventies.
The following are extracts from the article.
The brothers live in a small, mud-built, thatch-roofed hut of three apartments,
occupying the centre ofan 'acre ofland' somewhat to the south ofthe turn ofthe road
leading to the houses on thefarm ofNavity. The piece ofland, surrounded on all sides
by a dry-stone dyke, the brothers managed, without help, to cultivate. The situation
ofthe hut was northward and southward, the entrance being to the east, one window
looking to that direction, and two to the west. At the north end ofthe ground was a
moat ofprimitive construction; the water in which, green and slimy and moving with
Fogs and their young, moistened the land under cultivation. A small bridge ofrustic
make spanned the moat. Crossing the bridgeyou came to what was known as theFuit
garden .... Thispart ofthe ground was separatedji-om the rest ofthe land by a stone
dyke coped with twfto the depth offi-om six to eight inches... Passing the door ofthe
hut to your right, and turning the corner to the south, you came upon aplot at the rear
of their dwelling. This was the flower garden tastejitlly laid out, and where grew
'London pride', 'dusty millers', and sorrel wood, mint, thyme and such like old
fashionedflowers.lt was well kept andFee ofweeds. The remainder ofthe 'acre' was
always under crop ofthe same description - potatoes, barley and oats. The brothers
tilled thefield with a primitive looking worn-out spade, the barrow beil/g a \Vooden
one with iron 'tynds', drawn by one or other of them. The manure \Vas seaweed
gathered on the shore, and broughtfi'Ol11 thence in a 'creel' oftheir o\Vl/make on {he
backup the steep bracken braes in a zig-zagpath, never deviatedFom: along \\'ith
which they invariably carried in one of those short-necked black jars a sllpph' of
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waterFom St Bennet's Well, specially jar quenching their thirst. For boiling the
potatoes andgreens sea water gOtfi"Oll1 a hole scooped in a rock about three hundred
yards to the outh-west o/the well (still to be seen) was used, in order, it is supposed,
to save theirsupply o/salt. For other domesticpurposes watelji'om thepools around
the hut was got. ... At the north end ofthe hut stood a large heap o/brushwood, tree
roots, and turf, the accumulatedgatherings ofYears, seldom broken on, thejirewood
for daily use being gathered nightlyfi'om the neighbouring wood and moor.
The hermits' hut had three apartments, the southmost being at one time a
weaving shop, but had become a sort o/store or lumber-roomjor old chests, ancient
dram-drinking glasses o/Clystal, empty bottles & c. The middle apartment was both
sitting room andkitchen. Here the/oodwas prepared and the table spread daily. The
jireplace stood against a stone wall which supported the roof, the smokejinding its
wa)' towards the clouds through an opening immediately over the hearth.... The
furniture ofboth sitting room and kitchen was a table and several chairs, with sundry
hardware and other utensils. The apartment to the north was their only bed-room,
and contained a/our poster bed, a chest or tvlIO, and a couple ofchairs.
On weekdays as well as Sundays he ('Robie-Danie') donned a blue cloth jacket
with brass buttons, a vest o/the same texture, and linen trousers, all manufactured
and made by themselves. His head covering had originally been a 'Glengany', but
long wear had considerably changed its appearance.
'Danie-Robie's' work-a-day suit was entirely linen, also their own make. Being the
one who attended church... on that day he dressed in a coat of blue cloth of the
svvallow-tailmake, with brass buttons; vest and trousers ofthe same cloth; his head
topped with a silk 'beaver' much weathered and brown, worn sailor-like/ashion.
.. .1n theirdecliningyears the brothers took afancy andkept a dogojthe terrier species
that it might wony or, at least, scare away the rats and other 'uncanny vermin' which
invested (sic) the hut as well as the turk stack. .. They at the same time made pets of
a bantam cock and mate, the jormer to crow and, as the brothers said, tell them of
wheneverfi·iend or strangerji·om a distance was to pay them a visit, a belie/still to
be met with in some out-ofthe-way countly places. The loom end o/the hut was
occupied by the fowls.
... One day or night. .. the ro%fthe hut, long dilapidated,jell into the centre o/the
room... A staf/oJwilling hands· soon performed the work o/restoration, and before
nightfall the hut was again in a habitable condition. Being a 'love darg', the workers
were, bejore separating, invited into the middle apartment, there to partake oIa dram
and bread and cheese.
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... All impLements of husbandry required/or the 'acre', such as wheel-barrows,
harrows, pick and axe handLes, were made by the brothers, their tools consisting 0/
a Lwge clasp-I01ife, a saw, and an ax:e -the lafter used only to do the rougher kind 0/
work. The wheels ofthe barrows were velYprimitive-looking affairs, made o.fseveral
pieces of undressed wood clamped together, a hole being leji in the centre/or the
wooden axle to work in.
... They 100i/tedtheirown stod'ings,peljormed theirwashingand 'beetling', and made
their shoes. These resembled somewhat the shoe oftoday, only they were made on
the 'straight principle', not 'rights and lejis'. They thrashed and dressed their barley
and oats, the neighbouringfarmers taking it in turn to carting the grain to the mill,
three miLes distant, to be made into meaL. .
... Ofbooks they had a goodLy collection, such works as 'Boston's Fourfold State',
'Baxter's Call to the Unconverted', 'Howie's Scotch Worthies', 'Newton's Works',
'TraW's SeLect Writings', 'FLaveL's Works', and 'Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress' being
weLL to theFont. LatterLy they came to patronise the book canvasser on his stated
visits to Cramarty, and to takefram him in parts, to be afterwards boundfor them by
aFiend in Cromarty, such books, chiefly o.fa religious nature, as took their fanc)!.
Not long after the brothers' death, the hut was used as a barracks, or bothy, by
masons employed at the new steadingjor Navityfarm, and afterwards the 'auld clay
biggin' was thrawn down, and now the pLoughshare passes over where it stood.
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RIBIGILL STEADING, TONGUE, SUTHERLAND
Graham J. Douglas
Like many others, I read the entry in the handbook ofthis site for the Group's 1985
conference based at Bettyhill. 1 The handbook's description leads one to believe the
main steading with the covered sheep dipping shed dates from the early J 9th
century. Recent research, however, would suggest that the steading dates from the
late 19th century.
As a graphic recorder of industrial buildings I was sent to the site to record
the dipping shed. As part of the basic record for the site 1 obtained the O.S.
(Ordnance Survey) 25 inch maps for J 874 and 1903 (Figures I and 2).
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These clearly show that the existing steading, located some 300m
south of the
house, did not exist in 1874. FUlthermore the maps show that the
house and its
outbuild ings were either extende d, remode lled or even rebuilt between
the dates of
the 25 inch maps. Also clearly shown is the amount ofland that was
improved after
1874, due no doubt to the constru ction of the new steading. The date
of the south
steading is also confirm ed by the building specific ation which is held
at the estate
office in Golspie and is dated June 1873. Figure 3 is a site plan ofthe
south steading
with details of the covered dipping shed.
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Covered water wheel
Threshing barn
Stable
COllie shed
COllie courl
Catlle shed wilh lofi
Cart shed wilh granary
Sheep fold
Covered dipping shed
(.<ee details below)
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Detail of item 9 - Covered dipping shed

Figure 3: Site plan a/south steading
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Boiler
Swim dip
Handling pen
Dripping area

KILRlE FARM, KINGHORN, FIFE
Graham J. Douglas
In the HistOlic Farm Buildings Group ewsletter, o. 14, January 1992, a short
extract by Robert Benton 'On farm buildings in general' Coml11unications to the
Board ofAgriculture, Vol. I, Second Edition, 1804, page 57, appeared. Itconcemed
an mticle published in 1804 and described a water-powered threshing and grinding
mill, built in 1792. The Newsletter reproduced a sectional elevation of the building,
the machinery, and internal water wheel. The original article also contained 2 more
elevation drawings and a ground plan, plus an itemised list ofthe principal features.
It was worth putting up with wintly conditions during a site visit in February
1994 because the main body ofthe 1792 building still exists. The OS 6-inch map of
1854 shows the 1792 layout. Soon after 1854, however, the building was re-modelled
and a large steading added. The 1792 drying kiln and attached dwelling house on the
N side of the threshing barn was demolished, a stl'aw barn erected on the site and the
original machinery along with the internal water wheel, were removed. A new waterpowered tlu'eshing machine was fitted and the water wheel was located on the outside
face of the E gable. It was housed in a lean-to extension.
[n ] 964 the building was gutted once again, but the water wheel was not
removed, just disconnected by removing the driver shaft and its spur gear. A large
grain dryer was fitted into the building, with a bin capacity ofl 25 tons. Theequipment
was made by Jack Olding, Perth, Scotland. By the early 1980s the steading was out
of use, being replaced by a large portal framed building located some 700111 to the
west. PI3lming pem1ission has been granted for the partial demol ition and conversion
of the steading to a house, or houses. The property has been owned since the early
p3ltofthe 19th centwy by the Drysdale family. The OS name ently from 1854 shows
the owner to be also Town Clerk of Kirkcaldy. In more recent times the Australian
painter and writer Russel Dlysdale is a descendent of the same family.
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THREE EARLY CROFT HOUSES IN GAIRLOCH,
WESTER ROSS
Harry Gordon SIade
Towards the end of 1987 Roy Wentworth - then Director of the Gairloch Heritage
Museum - asked me to look at the ruins of a croft house - No. 25, South Erradale.
Some little while later Elizabeth Beaton called my attention to two houses on the
fLlliherside ofGairloch - No. 27, Big Sand and No. 11, Melvaig. Visits to these sites
resulted in a talk given to the SVBWG Autumn Meeting in Inverness; this paper
is an edited version of that talk.
All three houses are of interest because of their apparently early date, and
because of the oral traditions which attach to two of them. Roy Wentworth's own
memories from his early years, the recollections of John Mackenzie, the last of his
family to live at South Erradale, and Roderick Mackenzie's taped account of the
house at Melvaig flesh out the story in a way that no academic or archaeological

.

~~~.

Some would describe all three houses as 'cruck buildings', and here I would
enter a caveat. Cruckery is endemic amongst English vernacularists, and sporadic
outbreaks of a deviant strain can be met with in France. Properly a 'cruck building'
is one where the whole structural system is based on cruck frames. In some of the
great English halls and barns this can be truly impressive, and in Scotland there are
celiainly some buildings which, in their own small way merit such a description.
However a building where there is nothing more than a roof carried on cruck
trusses, which themselves may be only one element among several, is no more a
'cruck building' than it is a 'stone building' or a 'purlin building' or a 'door and
windows building'.
I have no intention of employing the Gaelic for any of the building terms,
although Ray Wentworth has thoughtfully provided a word list for these (Appendix). In the first place I have even less Gael ic than most of my readers, so it would
be pure affectation on my pali. In the second place some of the terms may be
peculiar to Gairloch, where taigh dubh can mean either a black house, or a bothy
forthe illegal distillation ofwhisky. J have no wishto provoke what would certainly
be a lively and, possibly even, an infoll11ed discussion on their correctness.
No. 27 Big Sand (Mistress Peggy Newton)
This, the first house to be considered is a conventional white house (a term, J am told,
not in use in Gairloch), with a entry and press-on closet between the room and the
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closet, and a byre at the kitchen end. The house is thatched with end chimneys - that
of the room being of stone, and that ofthe kitchen oftimber and clay. The walls of
the house are given a thin coat, or wash, ofharl, but the stone of the byre walls is left
exposed. The byre has been considerably rebuiltaboutthe wall heads, and a concretecapped gable has replaced the more usual hip-end. There was a dOOlway between the
byre and the kitchen, but this has been built up.
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No 27 Big Sand

It was impossible to view the interior of the house satisfactorily. The kitchen
and room had been ceiled, perhaps a hundred or more years ago, and had been lined
and relined with wallpapers and newspapers countless times. These layers hLmg
down, like curtains oflive 1110SS waving gently in the breeze. As far as it was possible
to penetrate this jungle, which was not very far, it was clear that the trusses were
crucks.
The crofts at Big Sand were laid out in the 1840s, and this house must have
been built by 1843, since it is shown on Campbell Smith's survey plan, published in
1846. The apparent discrepancy between the dates is because, although the survey
was made in 1843, it was not published until tlu'ee years later.
The blocked doorway between the byre and the kitchen was a source ofsome
irritation to both Roy Wentworth and myself, as we were convinced of having seen
a reference to Dr John Mackenzie ordering that such doorways should be blocked.
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but neither of us could remember where.
In correspondence Christina Byam Shaw doubted whether orders or compulsion were used, Dr John prefelTing to urge the crofter to anange their living
quarters in a more civilised way. She suggests that with the abolition of run rig 'a
good deal of pressure would have been exerted to make the crofters separate their
living qU31iers from their byres'. The distinction between using, pressure and
compulsion, when coming from the proprietor or his agent, is a nice one.
No. 11 Melvaig (Mistress Jenny Dixon)
This has all the appearance ofa conventional two room-and-press house, but in this
fonn it only dates from the 1950s. Originally, according to the recollections of
Roderick Mackenzie, who was brought up there, it had a much more extended plan
and, almost certainly, a far less spruced-up appearance. It has been repaired under the
most respectable auspices, but somehow manages to look a little contrived.
Roderick Mackenzie recalls that,

hisfather would thatch the BlackHouses once in/ouryears with rushes. Some were
thatched with heather. The rushes came in sheaves or stooks.. .In the house [No. 11
Melvaig] there was a A-7tchen, room and closet in which Roderick slept. There was
a sort ofloft [this seems to have been over only part ofthe house]. The entrance door
was opposite the lobby door. The kitchen was on the left. Between the kitchen and
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thepress wasonlya curtain. They themselves put theplasterboardpartition in. There
was a round spar in the roO/77 down a bit belol\lthe ceiling and cross tree. This \\'as
cut out because there was always banging of heads. He did not see this in other
houses. There was afireplace o/hobs with a hanging chimney o./lI'ood. 1nthe rOO/77
there was a vent in the chimney in the thickness o/the lvall.

No 11 Me/vaig

[n a later passage Roderick clarifies the position of the chimneys and adds
to his description of the house:
'1n the partition \\'all between the closet and the roOIll IrClS a hanging chilllne1· at that
wall [the evidence for this survives still on that same wall, which is heavily sooted].
In the room in which CrandfCtther slept there lvas a vent in the partition bel1l'eenthe
two rooms. When ther cut oil/he hip-end thel' closed thefire-place Crandfc/ther had.
and built a gable and opened afireplace into the \'ent that IrClS in the gable.

Tt is possible that there has been a drastic re-arrangement 0 fthis house at some ti me,
and what is now the kitchen was once the byre. If, however, the plan described by
Roderick Mackenzie is the original one then there is an approximation to the
classical medieval plan of kitchen-service and screens - hall - chamber.
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Internally the house has been interfered with, pal1icularly the press, where
plasterboard partitions have been introduced, but some useful evidence survives.
The kitchen, as was customary, was lined with newspapers, whereas the room rated
wallpaper; as already mentioncd traces of an earlier hanging lum remain in the
room, together with the sawn-off ends of the spar. The roof timbers seem to have
been fixed with sea-weed.
Like the house at Big Sand, that at Melvaig dates from before the Campbell
Smith survey of 1843. In the 1841 Estate Ledger it is recorded as a fire house and
barn - that is a house with fireplacc and a detached barn. The building seems to
have been 'improved' at least once before the 1950 alterations, and may incorporate
remains of an even earlier structure.

No. 25 South Erradale
Although ruinous, this is the largest of the three houses under consideration, and has
the remains of an extensive and well-developed set of olltbuildings.
When he died in 1983 - the last ofseven brothers and sistcrs - John Mackenzie
was the fifth generation of his family to have lived here (family tree: p 39). Roderick
Mackenzie, John's great great grandfathcr was born J 774-1778 and was married to
Ann MacLean. Amongst their children were two sons, (an Roderiek and Kenneth,
who werc both living at No. 25 at the time of the 1841 census. Whcn that was taken
the house sheltered eight pcrsons, one of whom was Ann MacGregor, a servant lass
aged ten - the MacGregors were a cottarfamily. At this time Kenneth was unmarried;
five years latcr hc was tenant of the croft.. John's grandfather was described as
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Kenlleth, son oflan, Roderick's son, and was 'Kenneth thc Drover'. He and his wife,
Margaret had seven children, of whom the fOlllth, William, known as 'William son
of the Drover' was the father of John Mackcnzie. John's fathcr is said to havc been
given the croft by his brothcr, lan, who may in his turn havc received it from his uncle,
Kenneth, who was born in 1808. William 'son ofthe Drover' and his wife moved to
No. 26 South EITadale, leaving John, the youngest oftheir children, to be brought up
by his Aunt Peggy, the youngest ofKenneth and Margaret's children who had stayed
at home with the old people at No. 25. John was to live there until his death in 1983,
and there he was to pass his memories on to Roy Wentworth .

.,
No 25 SOlllh Erradale

John Mackenzie recalled two stories about the history of the house; one that
it was the first stone house in the area, and that it was about 300 years old: the other
that prayer meetings had been held there prior to the building of the Meeting House
between Erradale and Opinan. That it was the first stone house in EITadale, or that
the oldest part of the house at least had that di tinction is perfectly possible. There
were still turfhouses in Gairloch in 1886, so an early stone house would linger in the
folk memory. The figure of300 years may not be so wide of the mark. The buildings
on the croft had certainly taken their present plan priOl' to 18-n and, ifthey date in part
no further back than to the bilth of Roderick Mackenzie, the time span is mu 200
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years. Given that the Mackenzies had been drovers for perhaps three generations,
they may have been a family rich as Gairloch counted riches.

The Mackenzies of South Erradale

Roderick Mackenzie = Ann Maclean
b.1774 -1778

1778

I

I

Kenneth

1808

lan, son of Roderick

b',1_8_08_fl_.1_8_41_"_18_4_6
1838

1868

Kenneth = Margaret
'the drover'

lan

3 children

1898-1908

William
'son of the
drover'

1

Ann MacGregor

2 children

Margaret
'Aunt Peggy'

John Mackenzie
b. 1905 -1908 d.1983

Note: Allowing for thirty years to be a generation, which is the conventional span, and for
the fact that John Mackenzie was the youngest child, it seems that there must have been five
generations of the family.
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The reference to the house being used
for prayer meetings may have more to do
with its being the largest stone building in
the locality than to any sectarian peculiarities ofits inhabitants. Larger than either Big
Sand or Melvaig either the house or its barn
would have provided ample space for the
most frantic of religious exercises.
In its present ruinous condition South
Enadale is an L-shaped group of buildings
with two outlines. It consists of a house,
with entry, press, kitchen and room. This
together with a byre, which once had standing for six cows forms one arm ofthe L. The
other contained the pig and hen houses,
barn and cart, or implement shed. To the
south ofthe main complex is a stable and to
the north a bam. Close to the stable is a
hollow known as 'Lag na h-Athan' - 'the
Built-up cruck slot and remains
Hollow ofthe Kiln' - though whether it was
o[cruck
the site ofa grain or lime kiln is not certain.
Although at first sight this appears to be
a fairly fom1al alTangement of one build, it is, in fact the result of a number of
alterations. The original- and the word must be used with reservations - building was
a long stone structure, 69 feet by 16 feet with an intemal width of 12 feet, which now

Remains oferucic
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contains the house and byre. There were no
internal stone partitions, and the roof, which
may have been hipped, was can'led onjointed
crucks, set into the walls at about 17 feet
centres. The remains oftwo ofthese survive.
At some later date two stone partitions were
built, one between the byre and the kitchen,
and one between the ki tchen and the rest ofthe
house. This gave a dwelling with an internal
length of 41 feet. It is not clear why it was
necessalY to build this second partition of
stone, it supports no chimney and obscures
the cruck slot. Both patiitions are clearly
inseliions and they mark an upgrading of the
houses which coincides with the rebui Iding of
the western gable - the quoins celiainly suggestthis - and the provision ofa fireplace with
Cruck slot in 1'0011I
a vent for the room. The room window was
enlarged, and there may have been some
heightening of the wall-heads. These alterations took place at a time when it was
eustomalY to have a doorway between the byre and the kitchen.
The positioning ofthe crucks at 17 feet centres shows that there was one on
the line of the kitchen-byre partition and one within the demolished area of the byre.

Byre drain
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Fire end ofthe rOO/11

This would allow for a smaller end bay suppOlting the hip end. Whilst some of the
crucks were full height with slots for their posts, others were shOlter and set on the
wall-heads. This may mean thatthey were reused from an earlier building on the site
or, as the evidence suggests, the posts rotted.
The floors within the house were of tongued and grooved in the room and
closet - and possibly in the entry. The boards were laid onjoists which were suppolted
by small stones to keep them offthe emth. In the kitchen the floor was laid with flags,
which John Mackenzie remembered his Aunt Peggy keeping swept and polished.
The room was papered with wallpaper, the kitchen with newspaper, a treatment
which accords well with the tradition of going 'up to the room' and 'down to the
kitchen'.
The only major changes to the building - apmt from its ruination - have been
the cUltailing ofthe byre by John Mackenzie, who reduced its size to take only three
cows, and the replacement of the closet window by a doorway. This was probably
done after the house was abandoned.
Externally the house and byre were thatched, and - as at Big Sand - the walls
ofthe house, but notthose ofthe byre, were covered with a thin harl. There was a stone
chimney to the room and a plastered one to the kitchen.
Between the byre - the stone drain of which survives - was an open yard
containing the pig and hen houses. Beyond this lay the barn, measuring 39 feet by
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Rebuilt quoins and gable el/d

II feet intemally, with paired central doors to catch the prevailing winds for the
threshing floor. From the surviving evidence the roof appears to have been hipped
with cruck trusses at 8 feet centres. At the north-west end of the barn are the founds
of the cart shed.
Some 300 feet nOlth-east of the house and byre are the ruins of a dry- tone
building, measuring38 feet 7 inches by 13 feet 9 inches, and known as the Black Barn.
The name is said to come from the dark colour of the thatch. About 120 feet southeast of the house, and abutting the road are the ruins of another structure known as
the Old Stable. Close to this is the area known as 'the Hollow of the Kiln'.
The Black Barn and the Old Stable, as well as the house and its attendant
buildings, appear on the Campbell Smith survey, fitting very uncomfortably into the
improved estate layout, and clipped closely by the new road.
If it is possible to draw a conclusion about No. 25 it is that it stalted life as a
long-house with a detached barn, and that at some time in the nineteenth cenhllY. prior
to 1840, there was an upgrading ofthe t\vo substantial stone-and-cruck buildings on
the site. This was probably made possible by the extra income eamed from cattle
droving.
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Appendix: Gaelic Word List compiled by Roy Wentworth
barn : sabhall
black bam : sabhall dubh
black house : taigh dubh (But in the Gairloch dialect 'taigh dubh' also means a
bothy for the illicit distillation of whisky.)
byre : baitheach
byre-drain : carcail
closet : closaid
cruck(s), couple(s) : ceangal (ceangail)
fire-place of hobs : aite-teine dhe teinnteanan
flagstone(s) : leac(an)
gable : geibhea1 ; tulchainn (Both terms used apparently with no difference of
meaning.)
hanging lum : simileir-crochaidh
hen-house : bothan-chearc
hip-end : ceann-maol
hollow of the kiln: lag na h-athann
kitchen: cidsin
floor (of wooden floorboards) : lobht
loft : lobht ; lobht gu h-ard
joist(s) : sail (thean)
floorboards, loft boards : fiodh lobht
partition (stone-built) : ball a cadha
partition (of wood) : talainte
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pig stye : fal-mhuc
purlin(s) : tubhan (rubhain)
rafter(s) : cabar (cabair)
ridge : druim
ridgepole : maide droma
roof: mullach
room : rum
stable : stabull
thatch : tughadh
tie(s) : span' (sparran)
top of the wall inside house anainn; faradh (1 think both these terms are used
now without difference of meaning. But 1 suspect 'faradh' was the original word
for loft, before 'lobht' was bon'owed from English or Scots.)
to go down to the kitchen : a' dol sios dha' n chidsin
to go up to the room: a' dol suas dha' n rLlm
ben, 'top' end of house (where the room is) : an ceann shuas, an rum shuas
but, 'bottom' end of house (where the kitchen is) : an ceann shios
turf, turves for roof: sgrath(an)
turf, turves for fire : ploc (Pluic)
white house: taigh geal. (But this term is not really used in Gairloch Gaelic. For
the houses that superseded the black houses, 1think that 'taigh tughaidh' is used for
thatched house, and 'taigh sgleat' for slated house.)
Limestone was indeed quarried behind Shieldaig Lodge Hotel and burnt at a kiln on
the shore. But 'Lag na h-A.thann' is a hollow just at the door ofthe stable at 25 South
Erradale, and was where the kiln used to be. Whether it was a limekiln or a kiln for
drying grain 1 do not know.

Roy Wentworth
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KIL: VARlETY IN THE DESIGN OF
ORKNEY FARM KILNS
Paul Newman
The kiln (kil as it is still called in the Northem Isles) is a characteristic feature of the
traditional Orcadian farm. 1n particular the round kiln attached to the barn is such an
impOltant element in the rural landscape of these islands.
1n Orkney_ as in other areas ofScotland, the climate is such that it is necessary
to dry grain before grinding it to meal. Small quantities ofgrain can be dried in a pot
over the fire, but a kiln is required to dly larger quantities. There is archaeological
evidence for the existence ofci rcu lar ki Ins in Shetland in the 14th centUlY. 1 Reference
to kils is made in the 18th centUly House Book of Holm."
Farm buildings need to be seen as plant used in the processes offarming. They
are designed to accommodate specific activities such as threshing, ciJying, storage,
protection ofstock, and so on. The barn is the place where grain crops are threshed.
Once separated from the stalks, the grain needs to be ciJ-ied in the kiln before grinding
it, either locally in a quem or at the laird's mill, or in later years of the 19th centUlY,
at the parish or island mill. The sheaves were threshed by hand with the flail until the
small hand-powered threshing machine became generally available around the
middle of the 19th centUly. The 31Tival of the small threshing machine stimulated
much ingenuity and invention in the quest for altemative ways of powering it, by
water, wind and horse. A description ofa typical kiln and the way it was used, is to
be found in the republished Reminiscences ofan OrA71ey Parish by John Filth. 3
Most of the kilns still to be seen in Orkney today were probably constructed
in the early years ofthe 19th centUly at a time ofgreat activity in the construction and
alteration of stone farm buildings. Many of the large mills were built in the middle
ofthe 19th centUly. NOIth Ronaldsay did not get a viable island mill with a large kiln
until the beginning ofthe 20th centUly. The need to go on building faml kilns in NOlth
Ronaldsay throughout the 19th centUly may account for the rectangular one-and-ahalf storey style of kiln building found in a number offarms in the southern palt of
the island. Kilns were no longer built when the large parish mills incorporating
substantial kilns were constructed. Farm kilns go on being used for dlying malted
grain for home-brew into the 20th centuly. one were found to be in use, other than
for storage_ during the survey of vernacular buildings on 12 islands carried out by
Alisonandmyselfin 1991.
The Orkney kilns have pcrsisted, becausc in the Northern Isles (in contrast to
the Highlands and Western Isles) they wcre built as part of the barn and built almost
there also square kilns especially on NOlih Ronaldsay. There are also a few hybrid
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shapes to be found such as square bottle and circular kilns within rectangular outer
walls. The circular plan and bottle shape is more difficult to bui Id and uses more stone
but may have the advantage of drying the grain more evenly.
The kjln is basically a vertical tube of stone with a flue opening at the top and
a smaller horizontal fire tube at the base connected to the base. The veliical tube may
be circular or rectangular in plan on the outside. If it is circular outside, it will be
circular inside. A rectangular tube is usually rectangular on the inside, although
occasionally it maybe circular. Internally, the base ofthe kiln is a bowl, rather like
a large version of a tobacco pipe. The fire is contained in a horizontal duct which
opens into the bowl. Ata height ofabout a metre from the base ofthe bowl is the kiln
ledge. Usually there are two sockets in the ledge to take a wooden beam, the 'kilnace', 'kiln-Iaece'or 'killace'.4 TIllS provided the spine for a demountable suspended
drying floor, with kiln sticks for the ribs. Straw would be laid on the sticks to provide
a penneable support for the grain.

Corrigal Farm Museum - interior of kiln with killace & kiln sticks

Access to the kiln interior is through a dOOlway, with the threshold about a
metre above the height ofthe barn floor. More elaborate kilns will have one or two
steps built into the wall below the door to aid access. The lintel above the doorway
may well be stepped, increasing the head room as you go into the kiln interior. In use
the opening was closed with a straw mat, flaikie, or sometimes with a wooden door.
If the fire should get out of control and set fire to the ciIying floor, the killace could
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be pulled out from the doorway to allow the burning debris to fall down into the bowl.
John Fil1h refers to a chute, the 'sheu', which is an opening between the kiln
intelior and the neuk at the side ofthe kiln. This was apparently used to allow dried
grain to be moved easily into a container in the neuk. We did not find this feature in
any of the kilns in our survey.

ether Brough, Westray - kiln mouth, neuk & fire hole

South Hamar, Westray - kiln mouth & fire hole
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Nether Brough, Westray - kibl mouth, neuk & fire hole

If the kiln is circular the interior will be a classic bottle shape in section, and
the top of the kiln would usually be capped with 'feals' or pieces of turf. Many such
caps survive, although wooden box lums or ban'els which may have provided the
equivalent ofa chimney pot have long disappeared. Extemal access to the top of the
kiln was required to adjustthe draft taking account ofthe wind direction. Some kilns
(e.g. Holland, Papa Westray) have projecting stones to provide steps. Rectangular kilns continue with veltical walls up
to a pitched roof of couples and flagstones.
Frequently there is a wanlled cubby
hole above the opening to the firehole.
Often there wi 11 be a neuk atthe side ofthe
kiln for storing dried grain and peat, and
sometimes there will be a neuk on either
side of the kiln. The neuks may be
outshot to the bam or may be integral with
the barn.
The job of tending the kiln tire was
_-------lonely and uncomfOltable 5 You were
H)'val, S.mdwid..
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North House, Quandal, Rousay - kiln mouth & quem ledder over fire hole.

roasted at the front and frozen at the back. The most elaborate and elegant barn and kiln
are atJubadie, Evie (one time surveyed by the Royal Commission) where the fire man
has been provided with a flagstone screen. In the scant remains ofanother barn at North
House, Quandal, Rousay a 'quern
ledder' (shelfforthequern) is located
in the angle of the barn walls above
the opening to the fiJ"e hole.
The variety in kiln types is
due to the variations in three dimensional form and also to the spatial
relation to the barn in plan. The
external form of circular kilns may
be bee-skep shaped, cylindrical,
cone-on-cube and at least in one
instance - cuboid. The kiln is often
set off-axis to the barn, sometime to
the extent ofthe kiln wall projecting
beyond the side wall of the barn. If
the kiln is offset, it could be to the
right or left ofthe barn axis, perhaps
Nethe' Clcot, Westray· fio' hole and ohli'!u" kiln mouth 10 offset kiln
more often to the right.
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Nether Jubidee, Evie - kiln mouth
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Nether jubidee, EVle - interior of square bottle kiln showing kiln ledge
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Nether Jubidee, Evie -lintol stones over kiln door & transition to round flue

\

Nether Jubidee, Evie - Iintol stones Over kiln door
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Jubadee, Birsay - kiln mouth & neuk

Jllbadee, Birsay - fire hole, recesses & screen

Circular kilns may abut the gable wall
of the barn, or may penetrate the gable to
some extent. In one case (Holland, Papa
Westray) the kiln is quite separate fi-om
the barn and linked with a tunnel. This
must have been an inconvenient anangement and it would be interesting to know
why it was built this way. ]n another case
(North House, Westray) the kiln is built
completely within the rectangular outline
of the barn, though the top of the kiln
would project above the barn roof.
Where the kiln abuts the bam gable, the
gable and the kiln are constructed as one
unit. The resulting consh"uction is complex in shape, with transition from circular
shape of the kiln to the linear shape of the
wall. It is even more complex in three
dimensions where the skews of the gable
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wall meet the upper p3li ofthe kiln. In plan the gable wall becomes p3li of the kiln
construction and will accommodate the concavity ofthe interior surface of the kiln,
although the curve in the wall often has a larger radius than the cw-ve of the rest of
the interior surface ofthe kiln. In one case (Scarrataing, Graemesay) the kiln has been
taken down, but the concavity ofthe kiln in the gable wall remains as a kind of'ghost'.

North House, Westray - round kiln incorporated within rectangular building
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Scarrataing, Graemesay - gable showing 'ghost' of a kiln

The 'high farming' ofthe moneyed classes who promoted and implemented
the ideas of agricultural reform in Eastem Scotland had its effect in Orkney. A
number of famls (very large by the standards of the traditional farm) were built
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throughout Orkney, especially on the mainland and Westray. These large fal1ns
have a quite different layout. John Shirreffs 'COUlt of offices' were the first to use
threshing machines, and might have rectangular one-and-a-half storey kilns with
pitched roofs (as at Braebuster, Deerness).6

i

~

Braebuster, Deemess - one & a half storey rectangular kiln on a large farm

The traditional layout of small farms in Orkney would be two lines of
building separated by a narrow closs. One line would comprise house and byre.
The other line would include kiln, barn and probably a second byre. One can see
small farms where this layout gives way to L-shaped or possibly U-shaped plans
which must reflect influences from the fal1115 of the lairds. My view is that
rectangular kilns on small farms are also examples of the influence of kiln design
on the grand fanns like Braebuster.
Rectangular kilns are to be found on some smaller fanns but are not at all
obvious to the observer without local knowledge as being single storey, they simply
look like the parts ofthe barn building. They have long since lost any box chimney
which would help to identify then. Illustrated examples are Balm, Redland and
Sulland, Westray.

Barm, Redland - rectangular kiln
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Sulland, Westray - rectangular kiln

olth Ronaldsay has a number ofsmall famls in the southern patt ofthe island
(Bustatoun and Nesstoun areas) which are quite different from the traditional double
line of buildings with a round kiln attached to the end of the bam. These farms have
buildings set at right angles to one another to approximate a T or L shape. The
rectangular one-and-a-half storey ki Ins are set near the centre of the complex and at
the side, rather than the end, of the bam. These buildings with low pitched roofs
dominated by the kiln have a slight Italianate air about them, particularly when they
sit on a farm mound (Gateside and Venacott).

Gateside, North Ronaldsay - one & a half storey rectangular kiln
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Verracott, North Ronaldsay - one & a half storey rectangular kiln

I have yet to find confirmation for my theory that these fanns were built in
the l830s to the ideas ofRobeli Scarth the factor for NOlih Ronaldsay at the time.
William Thomson comments

The kelp (market) collapse of1831 had left North Ronaldsay in a desperate position,
over-populated, deprived ofits livelihood and practising a debasedform ofrun-rig
agriculture. Thefollowing year Scarth abolished run-rig over most ofthe island and
squared the land into smallfarms, a reOlganisation accompanied by rent increases
which the population had difficulty in paying in their reduced circumstances. Four
years later Scarth had to assist with the emigration ofthirty-t>vofamiliesfrom the
island. 7
My current opinion is that these farm buildings may have been built as a
consequence of Robeli Scarth's reorganisation and quite possibly incorporated his
ideas on the appropliate layout of buildings and the design ofkilns delived from the
grant farms of'improving' lairds. Extemally, these kiLns (Verracott: Gateside: Olth
Ronaldsay) appear as scaled-down versions of the kind of kiln at large fam1s in the
'high' fanning tradition like Braebuster. Whatever the reasons for their existence.
fam1s like Verracott and Gateside are particularly attractive.
During the 1991 survey, some 46 identified kilns were photographed - there
are many more surviving kilns which we did not photograph (drawings of21 ofthese
are included in this paper). Of the round kilns, most are of the round bee-skep shape
extelllally, with some being cyl indrical and one a cone-on-cylinder type. The shapes
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South Hamar, Wcstray

Nether Jubidee, Evie - rectangular walls Cltound kiln

Sneuksbrae, Westray - transition to row1d kiln from rectangular base
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Nether Brough, W estray

6\

Hyval, sandwick - kiln mouth, neuks either side of kiln

Gridgar, ManVick - kiln & curved wall around ncuk

Jubadce, Birsay - serpentine waJls
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Hestikelday, Holm - outshot neuk at side of kiln

Crows Nest, Rackwick, Hay - kiln mouth, neuk & fire hole
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are rather variable so this classification sometimes depends literally on your viewpoint! EvelY kiln is wlique in some aspect or another. Holland, Papa Westray appears
to be a unique case ofthe kiln being completely detached from the barn. North House,
Westray was the only round kiln found to be completely contained within the
rectangular walls ofthe barn.
Rectangular single-storey kilns are probably under-represented in the 1991
survey, simply because they are often visually indistinguishable from the adjacent
barns. However, the one-and-a-halfstorey kilns on North Ronaldsay are distinctive.
The plan of each ofthe fan11s with this type ofkiln in the southern pmt ofthe islands
is unique, so the relationship ofthe kiln to the other buildings varies from farm to fan11.
The relationship of kiln to bam tends to be pmiicular to each farm.
Table I : BOTTLE KILNS
KfLN SHAPE Ex!
K1LN SHAPE 1nl

Bce-skcp

Cone on Cylinder Cylinder

Cone on Cube

Pyramid un Cube

Round Botlle

Round BOttle

Round Bottle

Square Sortlc

Round Bottk

KILN re BARN
Detached

Holland

Allached. on axis

North HOllse
Deerness
Scarrataing

Atlached,off-sel

South Hamar
Sangar

Auachcd.off-sCI
with ou(shot neuk
or split gable

Crows Nest
Nether Brough
Jubadie

Sneuksbrae

Hestikdday

Attached.
extended off-set
Half embedded

Nether Cleat
Hyval

Fully embedded

Bee-Skep
Round-Bottle

Gridgar

North House
Wes/ray

Cylinder
Round-Bottle

Cone-an-Cylinder Cone-an-Cube
Round-BaILIe
Round-Bottle
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Nether J ubidcc
El'le

Pyramid-an-Cube
Square-Bottle

BOTTLE KILNS

Detached kiln

Attached, off-set
with out-shot neuk or split gable

Attached, on axis

Attached, cxtcnded off-sel
right or left handed

Attached, oil-set
right or Icft handed

Half embedded

c::
Fully embedded

right or left handed

Table 2 : RECTANGULAR KILNS

KILN HEIGHT re BARN

Ooe Storcy

Kiln at end of barn

Barm
Sulland

One-and-a-half Storey

Kiln al side or angle
N Ronaldsay Type

Verracott
Gateside

'High farming' type

Braebuster

One Storey Rectangular Kiln

One-and-a-half Storey
North Ronaldsay Type
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One-and-a-half Storey
'High Famting' Type

Perhaps the most remarkable kiln and barn complex is atJubadee, Edie. These
buildings are remarkable for qual ity ofdesign, for the serpentine walls and for all the
well considered detail. Whoever built these buildings had the needs of the farmer
well in mind as well as an eye for elegance.
The round kilns in particular tend to be the most enduring pari ofthe old fann
buildings, yet many are in' a perilous condition especially on abandoned fannsteads.
It would be quite tragic if they are allowed to go on deteriorating. As far as I know,
the only fann kilns included in the Statutory ListofBuildingsofSpecial Architectural
or Historic Interest for Orkney are at the two fann museums on the Orkney mainland
(Corrigal and Kirkbister) and the fann at Holland, Papa Westray (all Category Blisted). Much of the interest is in the variety of kiln shape and construction, so from
the point of view ofthe vernacular heritage it is important that a range offarm kilns
are conserved.
High on my list of precious buildings is the kiln, barn and windmill group at
Sangar, Westray; the elegant kiln and barn at Jubidee, Birsay; the fann buildings of
Verracott and Gateside, North Ronaldsay with their one-and-a-halfstorey ki Ins; the
rectangular bottle kiln at nether Jubadee, Evie; The Hestikelday, Holm farm building
complex; and the Holland, Papa Westray is perhaps the best surviving large kiLn. I
am not suggesting that these buildings should necessarily be listed (because listing
will notofitselfsave them) but that they are particular good examples that really ought
to be conserved. The mechanism and resources for their conservation are yet
to materialise.
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REBUILDING JEANIE MACALPINE'S INN:
AN INTERIM REPORT
Sam Seabrook and Brian Wilson
In volume 15 of Vernacular Building (l99l) we wrote of our 'progress' renovating
Jeanie MacAlpine's Inn, a wonderful cottage which had fallen into disrepair around
1900, and of its association with 'Rob Roy' and Sir WaIter Scott. There is a mass of
evidence in postcards, photographs, literature and miniature porcelain cottages
showing details ofthe shape and structure ofthe bui Iding which we have endeavomed
to copy in every way using, with few exceptions, the materials and methods of the
time.
Well, progress continues and we have aCh1311y thatched the first two sections
ofthe roof, and we hope to finish thatching the last two sections this year (1994). We
have learnt (apart fi'om acquiring an ability to disregard inclement weather) that the
amount ofwork involved - manpower hours and effort isjust LU1bel ievable. Goodness
knows how they would have managed in the old days. Of course there would have
been elements ofpiece-meal and patch work. But the stones would have taken weeks
and months to gather and transportfi'om miles around, thousands ofthem selected and
sometimes worked upon to get the right shape. The amount of work required when,
at the same time, you have to keep the family fed and warn1 (without state benefits)
is unimaginable - no machinery - no mechanised banow (we have a lovely Honda)
- and what about those special lintels and ridge poles?
It is simply just hard work; and enjoyment. For example in September and
October 1992 we had six weeks of almost endless sun when we encomaged 80
volunteers and professionals at different times to help with the thatching - we pulled
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and stripped 140,000 lengths ofbracken - 7
tons - whilst Duncan Mattheson and his son
Doodie, thatched the roof.
Nothing is easy, nor straightforward
and the four ofus, Maggie, Sam and Rowan
Seabrook and Brian Wilson, have been
working almost 5 years with an auspicious
Jean MacAlpine's Inn Restoration Group
to advise, comprising of: ourselves; Sam
Scott ofRoyal Commission on the Ancient
and Historical Monuments of Scotland;
Jim Souness ofFriends ofThatched Houses;
and helpers when needed e.g. Martin
Hadlington for lime mortar, Frank
Bracewell for good advice on contacts (National Trust for Scotland) and Veronica
Howard the representative offhe Scottish
Conservation Projects Trust.
All the stonework is complete including the gable ends. The oak beams,
purlins and other timbers have been added
and are generally in place. The cabers have
been cut, de-barked and treated. The heather
turfis being gathered, as is broom, our next
thatching material. MeanwhileJimSouness
(Cairdean nan taighean tugha) has agreed
to thatch the fOLllth unit in ovember 1994
with rushes. ext year we hope to repOlt
that it is finished and that it is lovely; this
article is by way of a progress report.
We are still at it and still alive!

Note
Brian Wilson and Rowan Seabrook are
also renovating thecottageat nearby Kill in,
known as Moirlanich Long House, on behalf of The National Trust for Scotland another must to visit.
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SHORT NOTICES

VERNACULAR ARCHJTECTURE

Vernacular Architecture is the journal of the Vernacular Architecture Group (of
England and Wales) and is received by SVBWG onan exchange basis. Thejournal
is held in the Library of the National Monurnents Record, John Sinc!air House,
Bernard TetTace, Edinburgh which is open to the public.
The journal is A4 size and contains about 70 pages. Volume 25 for 1994
contains the following articles:
Ships' tirnbers: some evidence from Norfolk for their use;
IdentifYing and classifYing masons' marks;
Covenants in conveyancy instruments: a note for the vernacular architectural
historian; and
Arlington Row, Bibury, Gloucestershire: early conversion of an industrial
building.
There is a regular feature on tree ring dates and a good number ofbook reviews. The
issue also contains an index to volumes 20-24 (1989-1993).
In general ariicles cover a wide range of topics including construction
techniques, pariicular building f0I111S, and documentary evidence. Broader issues
are also treated: for instance volume 23 includes an aliicle on population and
housing overthe period 1550 to 1850 which relates building phases to demographic
history and volume 22 contains atiicles on the problems in defining the social status
ofyeoman and small gentry houses in the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century and
the use of upper floors in rural houses, a study of the introduction oflofts and first
floor chambers in small yeoman houses from the 16th centUly onwards.

Malcolm Bangor-Jones
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BOOK REVIEW

Noel Fojut, Denys Pringle and Bruce Walker, The ancient monuments of the
Western Isles (1994), Historic Scotland, 72pp, illustrated, ISBN 0 11495201 9,
£3.95

This is an excellent guide to the archaeological and historic sites of the Westem
Isles. The book, which traces the history of human habitation in the Western Isles
from the Mesolithic period to the development of Stornoway, is divided into ten
chapters each consisting of a general introduction setting the historical context
followed by a detailed description of sites to visit. The guide concentrates on those
sites which are the best preserved and most accessible. However, despite this
populmlst approach, the authors have not hesitated to put forward new or speculative ideas and indeed the text assumes a basic familiarity with archaeological!
architectural jargon. There is also a good list of fUlther reading.
A very welcome feature ofthe book, and one which distinguishes it from the
companion volume for Shetland, is the section on the traditional buildings after the
'45 lacobiteRebellion. I am not sure that one can attribute the "unimproved" nature
of Scottish housing prior to 1745 solely to the influence of Scots law. But this a
minor lapse in an otherwise authoritative survey of the changing character of
housing from Dr lohnston in 1773 down to the impact of the different policies
followed by the sanitary inspectors from the late 19th century (prior to local
govemment re-organisation in 1975 Lewis was part ofRoss and Cromarty while
the remainder of the Western Isles belonged to Inverness-shire). Also wOlthy of
note is the attention given to building materials such as corrugated iron, massconcrete and bituminous felt. The listofsites includes StKilda village, Arnol black
house and the horizontal mill at Shawbost. The description of Arnol contains a
valuable discussion of the principles involved in black house design and should
assist in spreading a better appreciation of the sophistication of this building type.
Illustrated with some fine photographs, plans and diagrams, this is an
attractive and informative publication: at £3.95, courtesy of support from the
Western Isles Tourist Board and the Western Isles EC Leader Programme, it is a
bargain.

Malcolm Bangor-lones
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David Alston is Curator of Cromarty Courthouse Museum. Currently working on a
PhD part-time at the University of Dundee.
Malcolm Bangor-Jones isacivil servantatThe Scottish Office. Engaged in research
on various aspects of Highland economic and social history.
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Department.
John Harrison lives in Stirling where he works as a historical consultant, lecturer
and writer. His pm1icular interest is Stirling around 1700.
Paul Mitchell was born and brought up in Elgin. Educated at Edinburgh College of
Art and Oxford Polytechnic. Conservation Officer with Angus District Council.
Paul Newman recently retired from his post in Edinburgh University's Department
ofArchitecture. Book on Rural Buildings ofOrkney wi 11 be pub1ished in due course.
Jocelyn Rendall falms at Halland, Papay, Orkney. Previously worked in museums.
Researching traditional buildings in the Northern Isles.
Sam Seabrook lives near Aberfoyle.
Harry Gordon Slade was an architect and inspector with English Heritage.
Published papers on valiety of Scottish architectural history subjects including
vernacular buildings.
Brian Wilson lives near Ullapool.
Thanks also to Malcolm Bangor-Jones and Carolyn Bain for assisting with the
production of Vernacular Building.
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SCOTTISH VERNACULAR BillLDINGS
WORKING GROUP

The Scottish Vernacular Buildings Working Group was set up in 1972 to provide a
focus for all those interested in the traditional buildings of Scotland.
To some, Scottish 'vernacular' may mean cottages, croft-houses and farmsteads; to others, its essence may be urban tenements and terraces, industrial
watermills and smithies, or even the older traditions of tower-house buildings. All
- and more besides - fmd a place within SVBWG.
The Group embraces those whose interests are centred on general settlement
social patterns, as well as those who have a specialised interest in building function,
or in traditional building trades and crafts. The subject brings together architects,
surveyors, archaeologists, historians, geographers, ethnologists, and above all, those
who simply want to know how and why the traditional buildings of Scotland have
such variety and character. The Group thrives on this refreshing blend ofinterests and
attitudes, all of which are quite clearly evident in its activities.
Members of the Group are invited to attend annual conferences, held at
different venues in Scotland each year. In the spring of 1994 the 22nd Conference
was based at Newton Stewart and the autumn meeting in Dundee. The 1995 spring
conference was based on the Isle of Bute.
The Group's publications include Vernacular Building, an annual miscellany
of articles issued free to members and to which members and interested readers are
invited to contribute.
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Annual subscription rates 1995-1996

Ordinary membership (OK only)
Ordinary membership (outside UK)
Joint membership
(one copy Vernacular Building Journal annually)
Corporate membership
Student membership

£10
£15
£15
£15
£5

For membership application forms and details of publications please contact:
Dorothy Kidd
Membership Secretary - SVBWG
c/o National Museums of Scotland
York Buildings
Queen Street
Edinburgh
EH2IID
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